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ViBeMac at Texprocess Americas in Atlanta,
U.S.A.
After the past succesful editions of
Texprocess, ViBeMac couldn't miss
this 4th edition which is going to be
held in Atlanta, USA, from 13th to
15th May 2014. The Italian automatic
sewing machines brand will be
present with its own booth, and will
show 6 of its key units.
The first two units on display inside ViBeMac booth need no introduction: model V100HA, a fully automatic creaser and model 2516 V4
DCT, the worldwide first patented
double color back pocket setter (DCT
- Double Color Technology), 2
needles to stich double color threads
in one single sewing cycle. These two
units together are well known as Back
Pocket Station, because these two
machines actually work as a unique
single station: the same operator can
crease and attach the back pocket basically by pushing two buttons! In the
bargain the great advantage is that
two operators are able to manage one
V100HA at the same time as they
operate two 2516V4 pocket setters,
granting an average productivity of
2000 perfectly folded and applied
pockets in an 8 hour shift.
The third unit is equally famous
since the first model, the 1650 version, i. e. the very first Automatic
Loop Setter which appeared in the
market. We're talking about the
4650EV7RR Loop Setter, ViBeMac
latest product. Better than its predecessor (EV7PR) under each and every aspect, and equipped with a completely redesigned graphic panel, new
presser foot, new wiper, new cutting
and suction device, this unit is much
more efficient. These and many more
amazing features will be shown during the Exhibition to the visitors who
don't yet know this innovative machine.
Fourth one is the V701, an automatic pocket hemming unit so far unparalleled in the market. This unit is
reliable, precise and accurate in the
seam, and it has a sewing speed of
2400rpm, the highest speed for a lock
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stitch unit! Its unique and wide range
of needle gauges available makes the
V701 unbelievably flexible. There
won't be no more wave effects or
arching of the pocket hem problems
thanks to the innovative pneumatic
transport system, that permits to hem
any kind of fabric thickness or pocket

dimesion, plus an adjustable folder
to satisfy every fashion need. At the
end of the transport belt, an un-loader
automatically stacks the pockets
properly on the storage disk.
Fifth one is the ViBeMac waistband
unit: the 3022WB201, that can stitch
a waistband onto jeans, casual trousers and denim jackets. This unit is
equipped with a sewing head entirely
developed by ViBeMac R&D department; model 3022WB201 combines
drop feed & needle feed transport
systems, that allows to use the unit
with the piece by piece working
method. The 3022WB201 boasts also
a soft belt puller exclusive device to
avoid all the skip stitches after the
foot lifter. Final result will leave you
breathless thanks to full speed and
perfect quality. The unit can be supplied for both chainstitch and
lockstitch types of sewing; the two
types of stitches can be mixed as desired in the model FLX (patented system unique worldwide).
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attend you during the exibition at
booth #4027, and to give further details and explanations to each guest
that will express interest and curiosity about ViBeMac world.
Visit our website www.vibemac.
com.
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2262HP

Last but not least, the 2262HP,
ViBeMac reverse feed of the arm.
This unit is a unique ad autenthic
piece of art and technology, which
runs at 4000 rpm. Compared to the
previous model, the 2261H, this HP
version has been upgraded and improved with a complete new patented DPC (Dynamic Pressure
Control) on the presser foot. Thanks
to this amazing device, the machine
automatically increases/reduces
speed/pressure on the thicker part
of the fabric, i. e. on the crotch. This
way the operator has basically to
do nothing but to feed the machine
and push his foot all the way down
during the whole operation. This
DCP provides a really perfect quality.
ViBeMac staff will be pleased to
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